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You’ve entered a strange world jumper. Although the place looks like the Edo period of 
Japan (and in many respects certainly is) you’ll find numerous changes here, one of 
which is the most you are bound to notice immediately.  The social status here seems to 
be dictated by one thing. We are talking tits here, mammaries,milkers, etc. More 
endowed women live in luxury while more flat-chested women live in poverty.  The 
Shogunate employs a special clan to keep this system in place. The Manyuu clan has 
the depth of knowledge and  training around breasts that makes them terrifying and 
serve as brutal enforcers of his regime.  Will you rise to the top and unite the clans 
under one single banner and pair of tits? Or will you discard this barbaric way of life for 
something more civilized? Either way, you’ll be beginning your adventure about a year 
before a certain rebel begins hers.   Despite how goofy this place can be, do be aware 
that it is still a dangerous time. Some people might find stealing breasts to be too much 
and just cut you with a regular sword.  But if you work hard and smart, you can rise in 
the world. You get 10 years here. Enjoy  
 
If you want to play a guy you can, just  switch the tit attitude of society to 
something else. You could have it apply to boobs for women but for a man it 
could be something else that affects your position in society, so long as it’s a 
physical attribute.  No free points for not having badonkers, it’ll just transfer to 
something else and people will judge you on that. I’m going to assume you are 
female. If you aren’t you can get a free change here. If you wanna be a man that 
starts from the bottom and tries to get free giant melons on his own, be my guest. 
Your breast size is up to you, but do know that the bigger your udders are the 
more attention you put on yourself and at a time of extreme social upheaval that’s 
dangerous. Your age is 2d8+ 15 for all origins except drop-in.  
 
 
 
 
You will get 1000 CP for you to spend as you wish.  
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Origins 
 
 
Drop in  
You’ve come to this world with no ties to bind you, appearing in a small village in the 
middle of the boonies. This can be a good thing in a world where the clan is very 
important. It means you inherit no enemies that you would have otherwise, it also 
means that you have no allies ethier. Going lone wolf is a rewarding path, but it will 
certainly be the hardest.  
 
 
Clan favorite 
Well! Look at you! You’ve been born with a silver spoon in your mouth and huge tits to 
match. You are given certain obligations here but you are given a lot of allies in return. 



Your clan isn’t the biggest but they have several assets that they will give to you. Just 
make sure you keep those tits safe. You are a very big target for assassination right 
now. By that I mean people will aim to steal your mammaries right from under you. If 
that happens, your clan will basically forsake you and all those neat little loyalties will go 
away. 
 
 
Clan rebel 
Tired of wanting to play by the rules eh? Maybe you lost your tits and they threw you out 
and you are trying to restore your honor. Maybe you just got tired of the rat race of 
having bigger hooters and decided to leave. Either way depending on how you parted 
ways they may still be after you. Still, being a clan rebel has its benefits, you are of  a 
higher social standing of most people you’ll meet in small villages so you’ll likely get 
treated well most places you go.  
 
 
Villager  
Ah, bottom of the barrel here eh? Don’t get upset, it could be worse. Hell, being beneath 
the notice means people won’t really care about you (mostly ) which means all the tit 
war doesn’t affect you all that much.  If you were blessed with a decent sized bust you 
will get treated well, but you probably won’t find many tit assassins unless you are 
unlucky.  
 
 
 
 
 
Location: Choose your starting location 
 
 
Sleepy village: 
This is a village that happens to be somewhat in the boonies of Japan. It’s near the 
lakeside and has quite a nice view for you to witness. The locals are fun to be around 
too, they’ll accept you no matter your social status though there is a pervy octopus 
nearby you’ll likely wanna stay away from. 
 
 
Castle: 



This castle is right in the middle of Japan and as such this is smack dab  the action. Not 
the most extravagant thing around but you’ll find all manner of clan intrigue and ninjas 
around here. Thankfully it seems people here don’t really care about you, for now that 
is. It’s nearby many towns so if you want to make a quick escape it should be minor, but 
if you want to make good with the local lord. Well that might be easy as well. 
 
 
Seaport 
This is around the bottom half of Japan and as such has goods flowing from all manner 
of places. Your social status will matter quite a bit around here so watch your step, but 
there is no other place that gives you the opportunity to get rich quicker if that is what 
you desire.  
 
 
Perks 
Discounts reduce the price to half and 100 means it’s free to the 
origin. 
 
Swordsmanship  (-100) ( Discount Drop in)  
You seemed to have gained something of an affinity for swords. You can match sabres 
with the best of ‘em though you’d likely lose eventually. This isn’t a huge talent  but you 
can pretty much best any random peasant you’d find.  
 
 
Hey! My tits are down here! (-100 CP)  (Discount Clan Favorite)  
People just can’t get those eyes off of those tantalizing tatas you have jumper! In fact 
with a little jiggle and coy smiles you could hide your identity easily hell you could 
distract a whole room. This will go away if you are attacking people as they have 
something much more important to worry about but in a room full of bystanders they will 
only remember those juggs. 
 
 
Perfect condition (-100) (Discount Clan rebel)  
Your body is in tip top shape due to years of training. In addition this perk will make it 
more difficult for your body to degrade from attacks or just mistreatment. It’s not that you 
have a healing factor. It’s just that your body is more resilient than usual. It won’t save 



you from an army but you could survive a hail of bullets (It’ll still hurt like hell and injure 
you though).  
 
 
Seen but not heard (-100) (Discount villager)  
Being a villager people often ignore you. This perk merely exaggerates that factor. As 
long as you are doing something inconspicuous they will basically just think of you as 
part of the scenery. It has it’s limits, you can’t spy on a confidential meeting filled with 
important people or similar highly secretive things  but hiding in plain sight where other 
low level employees would be is child’s play for you.  
  
 
Feudal lordship (-200) (Discount Drop in) 
Do you just wanna say fuck all this ecchi shit and just go full on feudal lord? You could 
do that without this perk, but this makes all that stuff much much easier. You’ll find all 
the hard  parts of gaining a lordship and keeping easier. Feeding peasants? With a bit 
of elbow grease you can make it a breeze. Gaining loyalty and ignoring the traditional 
bloodline connection this sort of thing requires? Easy as pie.  
 
 
Courtly manners (-200) (Discount Clan favorite) 
Noble courts can be just as dangerous as the battlefield. It’s just slightly more subtle 
about it. With this perk you have a heightened sense of who’s who in upper courts and 
just how to manipulate them. Being a puppet master will be much easier now.  
 
 
Oppai maximum (-200) (Discount Clan rebel) 
Obviously there is a limit to how big breasts can get and this limit is called Oppai 
maximum. With this you become a fertility goddess basically. Your jugs become 
incredibly sensitive,  you have constantly erect nipples,  increased affection, free stuff, 
and love from anyone that sees you.  
 
 
Improvised weaponry (-200) (Discount Villager)  
Villagers often don’t have the fancy swords and horses that those noblemen have, so 
they have to make their own or use nearby implements to defend themselves. With this 
you’ll be a master at improvising weapons, macgyvering strong and tough weapons 



from nearly useless nearby things. You can make some nearby sharp objects serve just 
as well if not better than that sword that the samurai is carrying.  
 
Mind's eye (-400) (Discount Clan rebel)  
Sometimes you can’t use your ordinary senses to find things. Sometimes you are 
blinded in a fight and need to rely on other things. Sometimes you are fighting a pervy 
octopus underwater and can’t use your regular senses. It happens. With this though, 
you can use your mind's eye to give yourself a mental landscape of what is happening 
For about as far as you can see regularly. It isn’t perfect, you tend to have trouble with 
fast moving animate objects but being able to see no matter what happens is useful as 
hell.  
 
 
Ninja arts (-400)  (Discount Clan favorite)  
At times it is hard to remember that beneath all the silliness the people you are fighting 
are actually quite good ninjas when you get down to it. With this perk,  so are you. It 
comes with all manner of stealth, knowledge of your usual weapons and how to use 
them (smoke bombs and such), and  all that manipulative espionage your kind is known 
for.  
 
 
Going through changes (-400) (Discount villager)  
When you interact with other people you’ll find yourself having an easier time getting 
them to change or problems that you would have with them don’t  matter as much.  It 
works on a limited macro scale as well. Having you somewhere makes a cause you 
care for grow ever stronger. If you were to lose a limb or get injured you could feasibly 
get treated as a martyr. Do be aware that this has a limit and going too far too quickly 
could lose you support or make a bad situation even worse if it’s big enough depending 
on your actions. It’s not almighty but if you are careful you can turn yourself into a 
revolutionary easily. 
 
 
Breast slice (-400) (Discount Drop in) 
With this technique you can reduce the physical attributes of an opponent you can 
strike, it’s incredibly useful for the type of combat that you will frequently find yourself in. 
At first it will only be breast related but as you learn more you can drain the strength of 
people in general and toy around with physical attributes easily.  



 
The Perfect Pair  (-600) (Discount Drop in) 
Jesus Jumper. It seems as though your Badonkers are the perfect pair to anyone 
witnessing them. The platonic ideal of perfect breasts to all that stare. It makes a very 
HUGE target to literally everyone in this universe which is dangerous in itself but having 
conceptually perfect tits is a gift in itself. It’s practically hypnotism if you flash those 
sweater cows at someone.  Because of this you are the top of the top status of places 
you go to, socially anyway. This works outside of the jump as well, transferring to the 
society that you want it to. It can still be breasts or something else depending on how 
you’d like to change it. 
 
 
Boobs of steel (-600) (Discount Clan favorite)  
This is odd jumper, for some reason you seem to resist having physical attributes 
stolen. Maybe it was something you were born with but it helps a lot in the tit focused 
society you live in. It works for any aspect such as strength, speed, and tits. Do note 
that resistance is not the same as immunity so significant force can make it through to 
you. Still you could have 10 boob ninjas slashing at your mounds and leave with only a 
scratch due to this perk.  
 
 
Chichi-Nagare (-600)  (Discount Clan rebel)  
So there is a scroll passed down the Manyuu family that teaches the user to utilize the 
flow in breast and as a result they can rip the soul out of breast and reduce them 
without harming someone as well as absorb the property. This gives you that technique. 
In this world it is peerless but in another world, maybe with a bit more training and a 
more angry attitude, you can rip the soul out of other parts of the body rendering the 
target useless and taking it for yourself maybe even more metaphysical things if you 
become a master.   Now usually this is used by swords, but if you want to after you’ve 
mastered it, you could have it apply to any weapon you choose. You wouldn’t do that 
though would you?  
 
 
 
 
 



 
Women with small chests are less than human (-600) (Discount 
Villager) 
So, societal change is gradual and it usually takes generations of subtle and overt 
conditions to finally effect people. This perk lets you say fuck that.  With this if you live 
around a couple of people they will eventually come to believe in the social hierarchy 
you impose on them.  Though it takes time for a group of people, with one person it only 
takes a couple of days. You can make them a social pariah no matter what they do, or 
you can make them believe that you are above them in every way.  
 
 

Items 
 
 
A katana (-50) 
It would hardly be edo period Japan if you didn’t have this option now would it? This is 
of perfect make and is folded over one thousand times. It isn’t supernatural but when 
and if it breaks, you’ll always find it near your bed in the morning. 
 
 
Somewhat convincing breast pads (-50) 
You may be an awesome tit ninja but losses are something that happen. Maybe 
someone got lucky or maybe you just got your ass handed to you. Life happens. This 
item here will make it so that your losses won’t become evident to wandering eyes...at 
first. Eventually they will find out  but it stops most people from detecting your recent 
loss and taking advantage of it or having your social status decreased for a time.  
 
 
Personal wardrobe (-100) 
Style is important! That’s why with this item you’ll have your own personal wardrobe of 
cultural appropriate clothing anywhere you go! It doesn’t run out really and adapts to 
your personal taste or a person you are trying to impress! Perfect for those late 
afternoons. 
 
 
 



“Taking care of your tits!” The ultimate guide (-100) 
Believe it or not, there is a lot of knowledge in old books. This one included. This book 
allows you basic knowledge of breast care and allows you to come up with new 
innovative ways to dispatch enemies such as shooting poison from your breasts. You’d 
be surprised what sort of things you can store in there if you forget about biology. This is 
mostly limited to liquids that won’t immediately hurt you or eat you from the inside. 
Mostly. 
 
 
Smoke bombs (-200) 
With this you get a collection of smoke bombs that can distract and disorient your 
opponent. Keep in mind these are anime smoke bombs, which means that you might as 
well be teleporting according to the other guy. There are 6 in the pile and they come 
back every day. 
 
 
Tanegashima (-200)  
This is a gun, and an old one but it’s a gun in an era where swords are still widely used. 
The gun won’t break on you, and you are always able to find ammo if you search for it, 
and it also is small enough to be stored right in between those massive knockers of 
yours. No need for a wick but reloading time is still an issue. Still if you are quick 
enough you can fire it as fast as a revolver  
 
 
Odd Inn door (-400) 
It’s simple really. Once a week you can use a perfectly normal door to become a portal 
to an inn that you own. It’s fully staffed with loyal servants and includes a sauna. You 
get all the yen earned by the inn in the meantime.  
 
 
Unique ninja scrolls (-400) 
The scrolls in this world are mostly clan items that would normally be quite difficult to 
acquire. With this you have these scrolls, you can write down any technique and pass it 
down to your blood line. While in this world that is mainly focused on breast techniques 
it could really be used for physical or magical technique that you have.  
 
 



 
 
 
Companions  
 
 
Plucky boy (-100)  
You’ve gained the attention of a boy from a nearby village that seems to want your 
attention and admiration. You are his idol and he seems to be impressed by literally 
anything you do. He’s perfect for small tasks and is  willing to be your butler if you don’t 
mind child labor.  
 
 
Loyal servant (-100) 
You’ve come across someone who’s pledged absolute loyalty to you come hell or high 
water.  Maybe you saved her family or maybe she’s a retainer who just really enjoys 
being with you. Her combat skills are minimal but she could easily be taught, she also 
has a way with people and could help with any charismatic needs you might have. 
She’s quite excitable and seems to want to get very very close to you. Enjoy having a 
groupie!  
 
 
Big time villager (-100) 
This lady has the biggest tits in her village and hell several villagers over, because of 
that she is frequently pampered and basically the biggest celebrity around. With this 
she’ll share her wealth with you and give you a good reputation by just being around 
her.  
 
 
Canon companion (-200) 
Have a few characters in the anime you grew fond of? We’ll with this you’ll be able to 
invite them on your adventure! For minor characters you can take this for -100 but for 
major characters it’s full price.  
 
 
Disgraced Shinobi  (-200) 



You’ve come upon a ninja who has rebelled from her clan  for whatever reason. 
Perhaps she had her tits stolen and was thrown out, or maybe she just fell out due to 
clan conflict. She’s loyal to you now though and as such brings quite a few boons. For 
one she is a trained ninja and an experienced combatant, making her quite a force to be 
reckoned with.  
 
 
Companion import (-200) 
Wanna bring some friends along eh? I can’t blame you. With this you’ll be able to bring 
along eight of your companions all of which have 600 CP each for them to spend . 
Same breast rules apply to them as they do to you. Have fun explaining this world to 
them!  
 

Jumper’s Ninja clan  (-400) 
My jumper it seems you’ve gained the loyalty of a whole ninja clan! They will be 
absolutely loyal and are capable of espionage even on the highest of levels of society. 
They have several combatants at your beck and call. Enjoy it.  
 
 
Drawbacks  
Take as many drawbacks as you would like. 
 
Chifusa Change (+0) 
How interesting, it seems our friend Chifusa has currently been replaced. By YOU. 
unless you take the perks that she has you won’t get any of the goodies that she uses 
at the beginning of the series but you are in a unique position as semi-royalty that gives 
you an advantage. Of course this also comes with possible assassins but give and take 
right?  
 
 Freaky friday (+0) 
Weird, but it seems you’ve reached an alternate universe where asses are what rule. 
This is for true ass men and women to enjoy. Big butted women are considered top of 
the class while flat women are considered disgusting.  
 
 
 
 



Hey hands off! (+100) 
It’s an ecchi so it’s inevitable for someone to someday get too handsy with your goods. 
This often comes up at the most inconvenient of times and sometimes from the most 
unexpected people.  
 
 
Clumsy as hell (+100) 
You seem to just have the worst time trying to be dexterous hell you slip on your own 
two feet sometimes! With this drawback you’ll find it difficult to do the daring flips and 
dashes that ninjas often do. It won’t be impossible for you to learn ninja arts but there 
will be a learning curve there.  
 
 
Starting from the bottom. (Not compatible with all’s well that ends 
well) (+100) 
Before you rise, you have to fall. Your tits will be taken several times during this jump 
via misadventures. Although it is possible that this would have happened otherwise, 
with this drawback, it is assured.  It’ll be relatively easy to get them but,  you will 
certainly be vulnerable during this. So it’s best not to ignore it. 
 
 
 Manyuu Assassins (+200) 
So these women were supposed to go after Chifusa, but they aren’t that smart so it 
seems they are mistaking you for her. The only thing they really have for them is 
numbers and basic training, but they are annoying and persistent.  It’s said they are 
among the top brass of their class but it’s a lie, but they are still women with swords and 
ninja training. So look out.  
 
 
Angry alchemist (+200)  
Believe it or not, jumper there are quite a few interesting enemies around here. It seems 
like you’ve earned the ire of one. The alchemist mostly focuses on more socially 
accepted methods such as stealing breasts through potions and poisons and seeks to 
prove her dominance over you in any way possible but as the jump goes on she’ll use 
more dangerous and conventional means such as gunpowder and bombs.  
 
 
 



Renowned criminal (+200)  
You’ve done it now Jumper. It seems like the scion of the Manyuu clan deems 
eliminating you necessary to change  society.  Which may not  seem like much but she 
has several styles and is highly trained. She aims to take your tits by any means 
necessary. She has quite a bit at her disposal. Good luck.  
 
 
Shogunate Pariah (+400) 
Public enemy number one now bud. Munenori Manyuu, the current head of the Manyuu 
clan has declared you someone to eliminate. This means that you get several daimyo 
and samurai after your tits or  your head if things get too dicey. Many ninjas and 
samurai using all kinds of weapons are coming for you during this ten year stay.  
 
 
Playing for keeps (+600) 
So y’know how getting your breasts stolen is often an adventure and can lead to new 
friends and such? Not anymore. If you lose your breasts (Making them smaller than an 
A cup) You lose the chain in general. This is a lot harder than it might seem due to how 
many people here are trying to steal any kinds of buxom boobs that they can. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 So your adventure concluded. Maybe you happened to shake up this 
nation with your actions? Or perhaps you decided to just take it easy 
and have fun with all the big titty anime ninjas? Whatever the case, 
now a choice lays in your path Jumper. 
 
 
 
 



Move on-  
There are so many other worlds to explore! And so little time. You will pack your bags 
and leave this world behind. Perhaps you have left this world for the better when you 
do. 
 
Stay here -  
Has this world grown on you jumper? I can’t blame you. You will give up your chain and 
stay here for the rest of your days, having fun with all the pretty women and having as 
many beach episodes as you desire. Plus have an additional 500 CP on me. 
 
 
 
Go home - 
This world is a bit too much for you jumper? Or perhaps you’ve just had enough of the 
world travelling. Either way you go home with all of the perks you gained on your travels 
intact.  
 
 
 
 
 


